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Dissociating Confidence and Accuracy: Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging Shows Origins of the Subjective Memory Experience

Elizabeth F. Chua1,2, Erin Rand-Giovannetti3, Daniel L. Schacter2, Marilyn S. Albert3,4, and Reisa A. Sperling1,3

Abstract

Successful memory typically implies both objective accuracy and subjective confidence, but there are instances when confidence and accuracy diverge. This dissociation suggests that there may be distinct neural patterns of activation related to confidence and accuracy. We used event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging to study the encoding of novel face–name associations, assessed with a postscan memory test that included objective measures of accuracy and subjective measures of confidence. We showed specific neural activity in the left inferior prefrontal cortex associated with trials when subjects expressed high confidence that they had chosen the correct name for the face and made a correct identification. Moreover, we found that this region was also associated with imparting high confidence when subjects chose the incorrect name. However, medial temporal lobe regions showed activity only for high-confidence correct trials. Many functional magnetic resonance imaging studies have shown that the medial temporal lobe and left prefrontal regions are particularly important for the successful formation of memories by using a combination of subjective and objective measures. Our findings suggest that these regions may be differentially involved in the objective and subjective components of memory and that the origins of confidence-accuracy dissociations may be related to incomplete activation of the neural pattern seen in successful encoding. These findings may also aid understanding of eyewitness misidentifications and memory distortions.

INTRODUCTION

Episodic memory can be assessed in terms of objective accuracy and subjective confidence. Many functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have relied on the combination of objective accuracy and subjective confidence to determine the neural correlates of successful memory formation (Sperling et al., 2003; Reber et al., 2002; Strange, Otten, Josephs, Rugg, & Dolan, 2002; Otten & Rugg, 2001; Kirchhoff, Wagner, Maril, & Stern, 2000; Brewer, Zhao, Desmond, Glover, & Gabrieli, 1998; Wagner et al., 1998). For example, Wagner et al. (1998) found that activation of left inferior frontal and medial temporal regions during encoding was greater for items subsequently remembered with high confidence than for subsequently forgotten items, which were accompanied by lower levels of subjective confidence. Although confidence often weakly predicts accuracy across subjects, there are specific instances when confidence and accuracy diverge, and individuals report high subjective confidence despite inaccurate memory content (Sporer, Penrod, Read, & Cutler, 1995). This dissociation suggests that separable patterns of neural activity may be related to objective accuracy versus subjective confidence. One way to examine the neural underpinnings of the confidence-accuracy dissociation is to examine specific neural events during encoding that promote subsequent confidence, even when subsequent memory is inaccurate. In this study, we used event-related fMRI to investigate the neural correlates of confidence and accuracy for recognition memory, with particular interest in the encoding origins of incorrect confident recognition.

The dissociation between confidence and accuracy, most apparent and potentially most concerning in cases of eyewitness misidentifications, has generated much research (Weber & Brewer, 2003; Bradfield, Wells, & Olson, 2002; Brewer, Keast, & Rishworth, 2002; Wells, Olson, & Charman, 2002, 2003; Wells & Olson, 2003; Perfect, Hollins, & Hunt, 2000; Tomes & Katz, 2000; Bornstein & Zickafoose, 1999; Lindsay, Read, & Sharma, 1998; Sporer et al., 1995). Overall, reports from the eyewitness literature show that confidence and accuracy are generally only weakly related, such that higher
confident judgments are highly convincing to jurors (Wells et al., 2002; Wells & Olson, 2003). The presentation of misinformation (Belli, Lindsay, Gales, & McCarthy, 1994), confirming feedback (Bradfield et al., 2002), and retrieval effort (Shaw & Zerr, 2003) all tend to increase confidence, but not accuracy for an event and may explain why the relationship between confidence and accuracy is weak in the eyewitness literature.

However, eyewitness scenarios are not the only situations in which confidence–accuracy dissociations may occur. Laboratory manipulations have also shown dissociations between subjective confidence and objective accuracy. Busey, Tunnicliff, Loftus, and Loftus (2000) showed subjects pictures of “bright” and “dim” faces at study and test in a crossover design. They demonstrated that manipulating luminance affected confidence and accuracy in different ways, that is, subjects were more confident about brighter faces overall, and when faces were studied as dim and then tested as bright accuracy was lowered and confidence was increased.

Various theories of recognition memory offer different explanations about how subjective confidence decisions are made. Signal detection theories posit that confidence decisions are made the same way, old–new decisions are made and that a different criterion for each confidence decision lies somewhere on the decision axis and is based on item strength. Analyses by Stretch and Wixted (1998) have suggested that these criteria change as accuracy changes. Specifically, they showed that as discriminability decreases, the confidence criteria fan out along the decision axis. In contrast, according to attribution theory, the subjective experience of remembering is based on attributing an experience to the past and that differs from a memory trace (Jacoby, Kelley, & Dywan, 1989). These theories are grounded in recognition processes, rather than encoding. However, examining encoding processes may further our understanding of factors that contribute to the subjective component of memory.

Behavioral studies have shown that subjective confidence for identifications may have some origins in encoding. Olsson and Juslin (1999) found that subjects who rated their encoding of a perpetrator as “holistic” (deep) rather than “analytic” (shallow) showed higher identification accuracy and a stronger correlation between confidence and accuracy. Frost and Weaver (1997) showed that memory distortions from misleading information could be eliminated with a longer encoding condition and more retrieval cues. These behavioral studies have shown that encoding conditions influence confidence, but the neural correlates of the encoding origins of confidence remain unclear.

Recent developments in event-related fMRI (Dale & Buckner, 1997) have been useful for investigating the neural correlates of encoding. The “subsequent memory” paradigm, exemplified by Wagner et al.’s (1998) study cited earlier, allows a trial-by-trial comparison for stimuli that were successfully remembered to those that were forgotten. To distinguish between remembered and forgotten stimuli, most studies have used a postscan recognition test that incorporates both objective and subjective measures of memory. Postscan tests typically measure accuracy with old/new recognition judgments. Additionally, these tests usually include a subjective component. Many studies have required subjects to provide “remember” and “know” ratings (Henson, Rugg, Shallice, Josephs, & Dolan, 1999; Brewer et al., 1998) or to provide “high-confidence” and “low-confidence” ratings for the stimuli (Kirchhoff et al., 2000; Wagner et al., 1998). Both of these procedures are used to distinguish memories of different strengths, but may not be equivalent. The remember/know procedure is often used to distinguish different states of retrieval based on recollection and familiarity, and the high/low-confidence procedure is often used to distinguish “real” memories and eliminate guesses. Using a combination of objective and subjective measures, studies have shown that prefrontal and medial temporal lobe (MTL) structures are related to successful memory formation (Sperling et al., 2003; Reber et al., 2002; Strange et al., 2002; Otten & Rugg, 2001; Kirchhoff et al., 2000; Brewer et al., 1998; Wagner et al., 1998). However, it remains unknown whether these structures are differentially involved in the objective and subjective consequences of episodic encoding.

Prefrontal and MTL regions may have dissociable roles in the objective and subjective components of memory. The MTL includes the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus. Based on a wide body of evidence from animal and human studies, it is believed that the role of the hippocampus and related structures is to bind together distributed representations that constitute a memory (for a review, see Squire, 1992). This idea implies that the hippocampus is primarily involved in the objective component of memory, since its primary role appears to be in forming accurate representations. It is less clear which brain regions are involved in the subjective component of memory. Left prefrontal activation has been reported in a variety of encoding tasks (Daselaar, Veltman, Rombouts, Raaijmakers, & Jonker, 2003), and evidence from studies on monitoring and familiarity suggests that the prefrontal cortex may be involved in the subjective component of memory. One recent fMRI study during encoding of words showed left inferior prefrontal activation related to subsequent recollection and familiarity; familiarity was measured using confidence decisions (Ranganath et al., 2004). Additionally, recent fMRI studies during retrieval have suggested that the prefrontal cortex is involved in memory monitoring (Dobbins, Foley, Schacter, & Wagner, 2002; Henson, Rugg, Shallice, & Dolan, 2000).
In a previous study, using a blocked fMRI design, we showed that encoding of face–name associations reliably activates the hippocampus, prefrontal, and fusiform cortices (Sperling et al., 2001). Using an event-related “subsequent memory” paradigm during the encoding of face–name associations, we then demonstrated that activation in the left inferior prefrontal cortex and bilateral anterior MTL (including the hippocampus proper and the entorhinal cortex) was related to successful associative memory (i.e., there was greater activation in these regions for face–name pairs that were subsequently remembered with high confidence compared with all incorrect responses, which included responses made with both high and low confidence) (Sperling et al., 2003).

In the current study, we used the same event-related fMRI face–name paradigm (Sperling et al., 2003) to focus on the neural correlates of subsequent confidence and subsequent accuracy, with particular attention to incorrect confident recognition. Subjects were scanned while viewing 455 unfamiliar faces paired with fictional first names and were instructed to try to remember the name associated with the face for later testing. At the same time, subjects were also instructed to make a purely subjective decision about whether the name “fit” the face. Approximately 15 min after the scanning sessions, subjects were given a forced-choice recognition test. Each face was paired with the correct name and an incorrect name (which was also seen during encoding, but was paired with a different face). They indicated which name was correct and also judged their confidence level (high or low) that they had chosen the correct name. To investigate the neural correlates of the subjective and objective components of memory, we analyzed the fMRI data collected during encoding based on the results of the postscan memory test. Objective accuracy was measured solely in terms of correctly identifying the name associated with the face and subjective confidence was based on the subjects’ ratings. There were four different response types for the encoded face–name pairs: high confidence correct (HC-correct), low confidence correct (LC-correct), high confidence incorrect (HC-incorrect), and low confidence incorrect (LC-incorrect). To analyze the subjective component of memory, we compared all high-confidence responses with all low-confidence responses (all HC vs. all LC), high confidence to low confidence within correct responses (HC-correct vs. LC-correct), and high confidence to low confidence within incorrect responses (HC-incorrect vs. LC-incorrect). To analyze the objective component of memory, we compared all correct versus all incorrect, HC-correct versus HC-incorrect, and LC-correct versus LC-incorrect. We also analyzed the interaction between confidence and accuracy. We hypothesized that the regions identified in successful associative memory, namely, the left inferior prefrontal cortex and bilateral MTL regions, would demonstrate dissociable roles in subsequent confidence and accuracy. We predicted that the left inferior prefrontal cortex would be involved in high confidence, and expected it to be activated in all three of the high-confidence to low-confidence comparisons, regardless of accuracy. Conversely, we predicted that MTL regions would be mainly involved in successfully binding previously unrelated items of information, and expected these areas to be active only during the comparison of high and low confidence within correct responses.

RESULTS

Behavioral Results

All 16 subjects that participated in this study were included in all analyses. Chi-square analyses on individual subjects showed that each subject performed significantly above chance levels ($p < .001$) on the postscan forced-choice face–name recognition task. On average, there were $148 \pm 37$ trials in which subjects had high confidence that they had chosen the correct name for the face and were indeed correct (HC-correct), $46 \pm 27$ trials in which subjects had high confidence and chose the incorrect name (HC-incorrect), $142 \pm 39$ trials in which subjects indicated low confidence for the correct name (LC-correct), and $103 \pm 22$ trials in which subjects had low confidence and chose the incorrect name (LC-incorrect) (Table 1). Each subject had at least 10 trials of each response type (HC-correct, LC-correct, HC-incorrect, and LC-incorrect).

A $2 \times 2$ repeated measures factorial ANOVA showed significant differences in the number of trials based on response type. Subjects subsequently indicated the correct name significantly more than the incorrect name, $F(1,15) = 218.19$, $p < .001$, but there was no significant main effect of confidence on number of trials. There was, however, also a significant behavioral interaction between confidence and accuracy, $F(1,15) = 55.25$, $p < .001$. Paired $t$ tests showed no significant difference in the number of trials for HC-correct and LC-correct, but there were significantly fewer HC-incorrect than LC-incorrect responses, $t(15) = 4.85$, $p < .001$. There were significantly more HC-correct responses than HC-incorrect responses, $t(15) = 17.03$, $p < .001$, and significantly more LC-correct responses than LC-incorrect responses, $t(15) = 5.88$, $p < .001$.

| Table 1. Mean (SD) Number of Responses Given in Each Response Type per Subject |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|
|                                | High Confidence | Low Confidence  |
| Correct                        | 148 (37)        | 142 (39)       |
| Incorrect                      | 46 (27)*        | 103 (22)       |

*p < .0001.
Table 2 shows the mean reaction time during encoding for each of the subsequent response types. Repeated measures ANOVAs showed no significant main effects, interactions, or simple effects of confidence or accuracy on response time during encoding.

During encoding, subjects made a subjective decision about whether the name “fit” the face to aid in the associative encoding process. t-tests showed that subjects were more likely to indicate that the name “fit” the face than that it did not ($p < .00001$). However, there were no significant differences within each response type in the percentage of face–name pairs that were classified as “fits” compared with “not-fits” (e.g., the number of HC-correct responses that were “fits” out of the total number of “fits” compared with the number of HC-correct responses that were “not-fits” out of the total number of “not-fits”).

There was no effect of stimulus order within or across runs on the percentage of correctly (all correct or HC-correct) or incorrectly remembered face–name pairs. There may have been a slight subsequent memory advantage for trials with longer poststimulus fixation periods because of a possible longer encoding period. Fixation time after each face–name pair and overall correct responses were not significantly correlated, but longer fixation periods after each face–name pair did show an extremely weak, yet significant, correlation with the number of subjects who made HC-correct responses ($R = .123, p < .01$). In the postscan test, subjects were no more or less likely to choose the correct name associated with a face when the name had been presented previously as a distracter name. However, subjects were less likely to indicate high confidence in their decision when the name had been presented previously ($p < .00001$).

### Imaging Results

#### Subjective Confidence

We used three comparisons of interest to examine the regions activated during encoding of face–name associations that were subsequently linked with high confidence for recognition memory: all HC versus all LC, HC-incorrect versus LC-incorrect, and HC-correct versus LC-correct. The contrast all HC > all LC showed a similar pattern of activation to our previous studies of attempted associative encoding (Sperling et al., 2001), engaging bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC; right = 48, 18, 24; left = −39, 15, 27; $p < .001$), left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC; −39, 27, −6), bilateral MTL (right = 33, −15, −12; left = −27, −15, −12; $p < .001$), and bilateral fusiform regions (right = 39, −42, −12; left = −27, −42, −21; $p < .001$). DLPFC activation was defined as occurring in Brodmann’s areas 9/46 and VLPFC activation occurred in areas 45, 47, and 12. The MTL activation was centered in the hippocampus and extended to the entorhinal cortex. However, given that within high-confidence responses there were more correct responses than incorrect responses, it seems likely that this pattern of activation was largely driven by activation associated with high-confidence correct responses. There were no regions that showed significant differences in activity for all HC < all LC.

In our analyses within correct responses, the contrast HC-correct > LC-correct showed greater activation in bilateral DLPFC, left VLPFC, right MTL (which included the hippocampus proper and the entorhinal cortex), and right fusiform regions, whereas the HC-incorrect > LC-incorrect comparison revealed activation only in the left DLPFC (Figure 1; Table 3). To minimize our type II error, we further examined HC-incorrect > LC-incorrect, and neither lowering the extent threshold nor lowering

---

![Figure 1](image_url)  
**Figure 1.** Frontal regions are associated with subsequent high confidence. Group-averaged activation maps for HC-correct > LC-correct (yellow), HC-incorrect > LC-incorrect (red) and area of overlap between these two contrasts (blue) are shown on coronal slices from a single subject template. The left inferior frontal gyrus was activated for both correct and incorrect responses (blue), suggesting that it has a general role in high confidence. HC-incorrect (red) responses showed additional activation in more of the left inferior frontal gyrus and HC-correct (yellow) responses showed activation extending to more superior regions bilaterally, the right hippocampus, the right caudate, and the right fusiform gyrus.
the significance threshold to \( p < .01 \) showed any significant differences in activation in the MTL. We also used a masking approach (Cabeza, Dolcos, Graham, & Nyberg, 2002) to determine which brain regions demonstrated overlapping activation for the contrasts HC-correct > LC-correct and HC-incorrect > LC-incorrect (Figure 1). The only region that was significantly active in both HC-incorrect > LC-correct and HC-correct > LC-correct was in the left DLPFC. One region on the border of the superior and middle frontal gyrus showed significant differences in HC-incorrect < LC-incorrect, but this region did not show significant differences in HC-correct < LC-correct.

To further examine the possibility that the MTL and left prefrontal regions were differentially involved in confidence and accuracy, we extracted the magnetic resonance (MR) signal using a region-of-interest (ROI) approach. The left DLPFC ROI was functionally defined from the overlapping region for HC-correct > LC-correct and HC-incorrect > LC-incorrect contrasts, and the MTL region was functionally defined from the HC-correct > LC-correct contrast. The MR signal time course in the left DLPFC cortex (\(-42, 24, 21\)) showed that at the approximate peak of the hemodynamic response there was a significant main effect of confidence, that is, all HC > all LC, \( F(1,15) = 10.21, p < .006 \). There were also simple main effects of high confidence, that is, HC-correct was greater than LC-correct, \( t(1,15) = 2.48, p < .025 \), and HC-incorrect was greater than LC-incorrect, \( t(1,15) = 2.55, p < .022 \) (Figure 2). Within the right MTL (\(33, -15, -30\), shown in Figure 2), at the approximate peak of the hemodynamic response, there was greater MR signal response for HC-correct compared with LC-correct, \( t(1,15) = 2.774, p < .014 \), but there was no significant difference for HC-incorrect > LC-incorrect. It is of note that there was also a significantly greater MR response for HC-correct > LC-incorrect, \( t(1,15) = 2.364, p < .032 \), and that the difference between HC-correct > HC-incorrect approached significance, \( t(1,15) = 1.678, p < .14 \).

Objective Accuracy

We also used three comparisons of interest to examine activation subsequently linked with accuracy for choosing the name associated with the face: all correct versus all incorrect, HC-correct versus HC-incorrect, and LC-correct versus LC-incorrect. At our threshold of \( p < .001 \) (uncorrected), there were no significant areas of activation for the main effect of accuracy (all correct vs. all incorrect). This null result was not surprising, given that LC-correct responses are more likely to be contaminated by correct guesses, and thus not included in standard subsequent memory analyses (Sperling et al., 2003). However, it is noteworthy that exploratory analyses at a lower threshold of \( p < .01 \) (uncorrected) showed activation in bilateral MTL regions (right = 27, -15, -24; left = -27, -24, -24; \( p < .01 \)) and in the left frontal operculum (\(-48, 30, 0\)), for all correct > all incorrect. There were no regions that showed significant differences in activation for all correct < all incorrect (\( p < .001 \)). For the HC-correct > HC-incorrect contrast, there was significant activation in the thalamus and in the superior frontal gyrus (\( p < .001 \)). Because of our a priori hypotheses about MTL involvement in accuracy for identifying the name associated with the face, we performed exploratory analyses for the HC-correct > HC-incorrect contrast and demonstrated activation in the MTL at a threshold of \( p < .01 \), uncorrected). No regions showed significant differences in activation for HC-correct < HC-incorrect. There were no significant differences between LC-correct and LC-incorrect responses in either direction, lending further support to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contrast</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>Z Score</th>
<th>No. of Voxels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HC-correct vs. LC-correct</td>
<td>Left inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left middle frontal gyrus</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right caudate</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left precentral gyrus</td>
<td>-51</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right hippocampus</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right fusiform gyrus</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-48</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC-incorrect vs. LC-incorrect</td>
<td>Left inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>-42</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```

Table 3. Significantly Activated Regions (Presented in MNI Coordinates) for High Confidence Responses With and Without Accuracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contrast</th>
<th>Region</th>
<th>x</th>
<th>y</th>
<th>z</th>
<th>Z Score</th>
<th>No. of Voxels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HC-correct vs. LC-correct</td>
<td>Left inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left middle frontal gyrus</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right caudate</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left precentral gyrus</td>
<td>-51</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right hippocampus</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Right fusiform gyrus</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-48</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>3.61</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HC-incorrect vs. LC-incorrect</td>
<td>Left inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>-42</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
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the hypothesis that LC-correct responses are primarily driven by chance responses.

Despite a strong behavioral interaction between confidence and accuracy, statistical activation maps did not show any brain regions with a significant interaction effect ($p < .001$).

**DISCUSSION**

In this study, we demonstrated that neural activity during encoding of face–name associations is related to the confidence level expressed during a subsequent memory test. We showed a distinct neural representation in the left DLPFC during encoding related to subsequent high confidence, even in instances when confidence and accuracy are dissociated. In contrast, activity in the MTls showed increased activation only for responses that were both confident and accurate. These results clarify the role of the left prefrontal cortex and MTL in successful memory. Furthermore, the finding that incorrect confident responses showed increased activation in the left prefrontal cortex alone suggests that a subjective feeling of confidence for an incorrect response may be related to incomplete activation of the neural network seen for the formation of successful memory. Our findings may also have implications for situations in which confidence and accuracy are dissociated, such as eyewitness misidentifications and the memory disturbances frequently seen in patients with frontal lobe injuries.

To our knowledge, our study is the first neuroimaging study to investigate encoding as a possible source of confidence–accuracy dissociations. In our paradigm, the majority of high-confidence responses were accurate, and a smaller number of these trials were inaccurate, which represented the particular cases of interest when confidence and accuracy diverge. Instances when subjects have expressed high confidence for an incorrect identification can be viewed as one kind of false memory. A few studies have investigated the origins of false memories during encoding (Gonsalves & Paller, 2000; Mitchell, Dodson, & Schacter, submitted). Gonsalves & Paller (2000) showed that brain potentials during encoding of subsequent false memories were similar to those for true memories. Mitchell et al. (submitted) used event-related fMRI to scan subjects during encoding of trivia statements that were cued as either true or false, and later during a truth judgment task, subjects classified old and new statements. They showed that encod-
ing of cued-false statements that were later classified correctly activated brain regions, including several in the left inferior prefrontal cortex, which had previously been implicated in subsequent recollection. In our study, we showed that a region in the left DLPFC, which was similar to one of the prefrontal regions seen by Mitchell et al., was related to subsequent confidence for both correct and incorrect responses.

Most neuroimaging studies of false recognition have focused on retrieval (e.g., Cabeza, Rao, Wagner, Mayer, & Schacter, 2001; Gonsalves & Paller, 2000; Heun et al., 2000; Schacter, Reiman, et al., 1996; Schacter, Buckner, Koutstaal, Dale, & Rosen, 1997). Many of the fMRI studies during retrieval have also implicated various regions in the prefrontal cortex in false memory. One fMRI study during recognition showed greater activation in the bilateral DLPFC for falsely recognizing a new word compared with correctly rejecting a new word (Cabeza et al., 2001). Other studies have shown that both true and false recognition significantly activated more anterior regions in the left and right prefrontal cortices compared with baseline, but did not find clear differences between the two (Schacter, Reiman, et al., 1996; Schacter et al., 1997). Cabeza et al. (2001) postulated that the prefrontal activation reflects monitoring of the retrieved information, but this notion cannot explain the left DLPFC activation during encoding that we found for HC-incorrect versus LC-incorrect.

Our results suggest that left DLPFC activation during encoding is related to the subjective feeling of high confidence regardless of accuracy because all three contrasts investigating the neural correlates of confidence (all HC vs. all LC, HC-incorrect vs. LC-incorrect, and HC-correct vs. LC-correct) showed significant activation in this region. Very few neuroimaging studies have investigated the subsequent subjective experience of recognition. Maril, Simons, Mitchell, Schwartz, and Schacter (2003) investigated the “feeling of knowing” (FOK) that occurs when subjects fail to recall information, but feel that they would recognize the information on a later test. Maril et al. showed that increased activation in a similar left DLPFC and in a left VLPFC region during encoding was associated with subsequent “know” and “FOK” responses, but also found similar activation for correct “do not know” responses. In contrast to our results, which suggest that left DLPFC activation is related to the subjective component of memory, their results suggest that this region is involved in objective accuracy. However, due to inadequate numbers of stimuli, their analyses were confined to correct responses only, so it is possible that incorrect responses could also have shown increased prefrontal activation. In another study that also used confidence ratings in the postscan memory test, Ranganath et al. (2004) demonstrated activation in the DLPFC associated with both familiarity (measured by higher confidence levels) and recollection (measured using a source task).

This study also could only investigate the neural correlates for correct responses because the encoding stimuli consisted of single words. However, in light of our results, it also suggests that activation of left inferior prefrontal cortex is related in the subjective feeling of confidence.

Additionally, previous neuroimaging studies during retrieval processes suggest that activation in the left prefrontal cortex may be related to the subjective component of memory. Dobbins et al. (2002) found increased activation in several left prefrontal regions, including the DLPFC, for both correct and incorrect source recognition compared with correct and incorrect item recognition. These activations have been attributed to monitoring operations, which are closely related to subjective experience. Maril et al. (2003), cited earlier, also studied FOK during retrieval and showed a graded response for “correct know,” “correct FOK,” “correct do not know,” and “incorrect do not know” responses in the left prefrontal cortex, including the DLPFC, during the retrieval phase. These studies suggest that activation of the left inferior prefrontal cortex during retrieval is related to the subjective memory experience, which also suggests it could be involved in encoding of the subjective memory experience.

The DLPFC was associated with subsequent high confidence for both correct and incorrect responses. The VLPFC, in contrast, showed greater activation in the contrast HC-correct > LC-correct, but not HC-incorrect > LC-incorrect. This provides some evidence that distinct prefrontal subregions may have different roles in encoding. Rypma and D’Esposito (2003) have suggested that activation in the DLPFC is related to subsequent retrieval success (comparing correct to incorrect responses) whereas activation in the VLPFC is related to working memory rehearsal maintenance. However, they only observed DLPFC activation in high memory demand situations, suggesting that the DLPFC is involved in efficiently mediating these working memory functions. Our findings are not consistent with the idea that the DLPFC is primarily involved in subsequent correct identification, since we observed DLPFC activation associated with incorrect confidence responses. However, our observation that VLPFC activation was associated with HC-correct > LC-correct is consistent with the hypothesis that this region is involved in rehearsal.

In addition to activation in the left prefrontal cortex, there were other brain areas that were associated with high confidence for correct responses (HC-correct vs. LC-correct), including fusiform and MTL regions. These brain regions were similar to regions typically reported in subsequent memory studies. This finding is not surprising since most of these studies only report activation in the MTL and left prefrontal regions for events that are remembered with high confidence (Otten, Henson, & Rugg, 2001; Kirchhoff et al., 2000; Wagner et al., 2004; comparing correct to incorrect levels) and recollection (measured using a source task).
et al., 1998). Our own subsequent memory results showed bilateral hippocampal and left inferior prefrontal activation for face–name pairs that were subsequently remembered with high confidence compared with all incorrect responses (i.e., collapsed across HC-incorrect and LC-incorrect) (Sperling et al., 2003). LC-correct responses are not typically included in subsequent memory designs (Sperling et al., 2003; Otten et al., 2001) and are often assumed to contain correct guesses that occur by chance, which would be functionally equivalent to incorrect responses. Therefore, we expected that the differences in activation for HC-correct versus LC-correct would be similar to HC-correct versus all incorrect. In fact, both contrasts showed greater activity in the right MTL and left prefrontal regions. However, these two contrasts did not show identical patterns of activation. This outcome may reflect the heterogeneity of the LC-correct condition, which may contain both guesses that were correct by chance and responses when subjects were uncertain they had chosen the correct name but did have a slight feeling that it was correct.

Although our SPM interaction analyses did not reveal any regions that demonstrated a significant interaction between confidence and accuracy, statistical comparisons using both SPM contrasts and paired t tests on the MR signal response within ROIs showed that there was significantly greater activation in the MTL for HC-correct > LC-correct, but not HC-incorrect > LC-incorrect. This demonstration of differential activation for high confidence for correct compared with incorrect responses suggests that there is indeed an interaction between confidence and accuracy, but we may have had decreased power to detect it.

Our finding that correct confident responses, but not incorrect confident responses, showed MTL activation is consistent with previous studies on MTL function. A number of investigators believe that the primary role of the hippocampus is to bind together distributed representations into a cohesive memory trace (Mayes et al., 2001; Eichenbaum, Otto, & Cohen, 1994; Squire, 1992). Our data are consistent with this idea because successful binding would be indicated by correct identification of the name associated with the face, and our exploratory analyses showed evidence of MTL activation for all correct versus all incorrect. We would therefore expect MTL activation in both the HC-correct and LC-correct condition, but examination of the MR signal response and statistical activation maps showed increased MTL activation for HC-correct and not LC-correct responses. As pointed out earlier, the LC-correct condition is presumed to be heterogeneous, with contributions of responses that were correct by chance, which may explain why we did not see the expected increased activation. Additionally, previous subsequent memory studies that defined successful memory based on objective and subjective measures have shown MTL regions are especially important for successful memory (Sperling et al., 2003; Reber et al., 2002; Strange et al., 2002; Otten & Rugg, 2001; Kirchhoff et al., 2000; Wagner et al., 1998; Brewer et al., 1998).

Although each stimulus was presented to the subject for 1.75 sec and there were no significant differences in reaction time for the different conditions, suggesting that time on task did not differ, longer periods of poststimulus fixation at the time of encoding may have aided subsequent memory. The longer periods of jittered fixation, which were necessary in our design for MR signal separation, may have contributed to increased encoding success by allowing extra rehearsal time. In fact, our results did show that there was a very weak correlation between poststimulus fixation period and HC-correct responses (R = .123, p < .01). Thus, poststimulus fixation period length could have had some contribution to our findings in the MTL. However, Wagner et al. (1998) examined time-on-task and duty-cycle effects by matching the encoding reaction times for high-confidence hits and misses and still demonstrated significant subsequent memory effects in the left prefrontal cortex and MTL. Additionally, Otten et al. (2001) showed more accurate recognition memory for items in a deep encoding task, although the reaction times were shorter than the shallow task, which suggests that time-on-task is not related to depth of processing effects on memory.

Heterogeneity within condition may also have occurred for the other response types in addition to the LC-correct condition. We attempted to control for item familiarity in the postscan test by using distracter names that were paired with other faces during encoding. Thus, other than random trial-to-trial variation, there should not be recognition decisions based on high item strength of the face and target name and low item strength for the distracter name. Additionally, whether the name had previously been presented in the postscan recognition test had a significant effect on confidence level, which may also have contributed to heterogeneity of MR signal response within condition during encoding. We also assumed that the majority of subjects based their decision on a memory for the name associated with the cued face, but it is also possible that in some instances subjects remembered the face associated with the distracter name instead. Thus, it is possible that some of our findings could have arisen from partial encoding and/or retrieval operations.

The cognitive processes involved in the subjective feeling of confidence remains unknown, but behavioral research has offered some possible explanations. Retrospective confidence ratings, such as the one used in our study, seem to be based on factors during both encoding and retrieval (Busey et al., 2000). Behavioral research has shown that the subjective feeling of confidence is related to memory content vividness (Robinson, Johnson, & Robertson, 2000) or to recollection of specific
Vividness and encoding of specific details are likely to have origins in encoding. FOK studies have suggested that the FOK may be based on cue familiarity (Koriat & Levy-Sadot, 2001), which could also have origins in encoding. In line with these theories, we do not believe that confidence is a specifically encoded entity that relies on a completely different system, but our results suggest that the neural pattern activated during encoding is related to subsequent confidence. Our results showed that activation in a subset of the regions involved in successful memory, that is increased activation in the left inferior prefrontal cortex in the absence of MTL activation, was related to incorrect confident recognition.

Our findings may be relevant for understanding the neural underpinnings of eyewitness misidentifications. The majority of behavioral studies of this phenomena to date have focused on how factors at the time of retrieval influence the confidence–accuracy (CA) relationship (Wells et al., 2003; Bradfield et al., 2002; Brewer et al., 2002; Perfect et al., 2000; Tomes & Katz, 2000). In one study, active reflection at the time of retrieval on encoding conditions was studied as a factor that impacted the confidence–accuracy relationship (Brewer et al., 2002). Brewer et al. (2002) showed that when participants answered questions about the encoding and retrieval conditions, high confidence was more strongly related to accuracy than when they did not answer questions. Behavioral research has also shown that conditions at the time of encoding influence the confidence–accuracy relationship, and our study provides evidence that it has a neural basis. As mentioned previously, in a videotaped simulated crime, Olsson and Juslin (1999) found that subjects who rated their encoding of the perpetrator as “holistic” (deep) rather than “analytic” (shallow) showed higher identification accuracy and a stronger correlation between confidence and accuracy. Frost and Weaver (1997), also using a simulated eyewitness event, showed that increasing the time of encoding could eliminate misinformation effects that led to increased misidentifications. Our findings complement these behavioral demonstrations of the importance of encoding factors in the relation between subsequent confidence and accuracy by illuminating the brain regions whose activation is likely relevant to alterations in the confidence–accuracy relationship.

Our results may also be relevant to understanding the kinds of memory failures seen in patients with frontal lobe injuries. Patients with frontal lobe lesions typically show memory deficits on only the most demanding memory tasks (for a review, see Wheeler, Stuss, & Tulving, 1995). Additionally, some patients with frontal lobe damage have shown increased false recognition (Schacter, Curran, Galluccio, Milberg, & Bates, 1996). Because lesions in the frontal lobes do not typically produce a global amnesia, it has been suggested that frontal activations help optimize encoding and retrieval (Fletcher & Henson, 2001). Results from a recent study by Thaiss & Petrides (2003), which examined patients with unilateral frontal lobe lesions, suggest that the frontal cortex is not necessary for retrieval of source memory, but may be involved in generating an effective search strategy for poorly encoded information.

Our results suggest that there are distinct neural patterns of activation during encoding that are related to confidence level during subsequent recognition for face–name pairs. Furthermore, our data indicate that the left prefrontal cortex is involved in subsequent confidence regardless of accuracy. Activation in the right MTL, on the other hand, was related to a combination of subsequent confidence and accuracy. Most interestingly, our data suggest that there may be a neural explanation for the dissociation between confidence and accuracy, seen in eyewitness misidentifications and in patients with frontal damage who exhibit memory impairment. Our data may help explain the origins of confidence–accuracy dissociations, suggesting that the feeling of high confidence in the absence of accuracy may be related to a partial activation of the network required for successful memory formation.

METHODS

Subjects
Sixteen right-handed, healthy young subjects (ages 20–33, 9 women and 7 men) participated in this study. All subjects were free from psychiatric and neurologic illness, and none were taking medications with known central nervous system effects. All subjects were screened for contraindications to MRI. Each subject provided written informed consent in a manner approved by the Human Research Committee at Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA.

Cognitive Task
Stimuli consisted of face–name pairs composed of digital color photographs of unfamiliar faces paired with fictional first names. Each face was presented against a black background with the first name printed in white underneath it. There were approximately equal numbers of men and women and equal numbers of young, middle-aged, and older faces. Approximately one-third of the faces were non-White faces. First names were assigned based on lists of popular first names by decade obtained from the Internet. Across five encoding runs, 455 face–name pairs were presented for 1.75 sec each and were randomly intermixed with brief periods of focused fixation on a white crosshair. Each face–name stimulus was followed by 0.25 sec of fixation, which was then followed by periods of visual fixation of varying lengths (0–10 sec, mean fixation length = 2.84 sec).
Each run contained, on average, 36.8 fixation periods of varying length. Fixation trials were intermixed with stimuli using a jittered design and optimized using OptSeq (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). Stimuli were presented using MacStim 2.5 on a Macintosh G3 computer and viewed using a rear projection system. There was approximately 1 min between runs. The entire encoding session lasted approximately 30 min.

We used an intentional encoding task, in which each subject was instructed to try to remember the name associated with each face for later testing. Subjects were also instructed to indicate by pressing a button using their right hand whether they subjectively thought the name “fit” the face. The types of button response (“fit” vs. “not-fit”) and the response times were recorded using MacStim. This task was chosen to aid in the associative memory process and to ensure that subjects attended to both the name and the face.

Approximately 15 min after the scanning session, subjects completed a postscan recognition test of all 455 face–name pairs shown during scanning. The test was a forced-choice recognition task in which subjects viewed each face seen during encoding paired with the correct name and an incorrect name. To hold familiarity levels for the names constant, the incorrect name was a name that was previously paired with a different face during encoding. Subjects indicated which name was the correct name (left or right) by pressing one of two buttons on the laptop computer and then indicated their confidence level that they had chosen the correct name (high or low) by pressing one of two other buttons. The recognition test was self-paced and subjects had a maximum of 20 sec to make each decision. Subjects were not told that each name had presented with only one face, that each face was presented with a unique first name, that all faces and names had been seen during encoding, nor were they told that the correct name would indeed appear on the screen with the face. Subjects were told to indicate “high confidence” if they were sure they had chosen the correct name and “low confidence” if they guessed or were not sure of the correct name. On the memory test, the correct name appeared with equal frequency on the left and the right.

Analyses of behavioral data were conducted using SPSS (Chicago, IL). Chi-square analyses were performed on each individual subject to determine whether they performed about chance levels for accurate (all correct) and for confident and accurate (HC-correct) responses. Objective accuracy was based only on whether the subjects correctly identified the name associated with the face. Repeated measures ANOVAs were used to determine any differences in reaction times and number of trials for each response type. Paired t tests were used to determine differences related to the encoding task about whether the name “fit” the face. Results were considered significant at $p < .05$, two-tailed.

### Functional Imaging

The fMRI data were collected on a Siemens 3T Allegra scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Iselin, NJ) with a three-axis gradient head coil using a gradient-echo echo-planar pulse sequence (TR = 2000 msec, TE = 30 msec, 28 oblique coronal slices perpendicular to the anterior commissure–posterior commissure line, 5-mm slices, skip 1 mm). Each functional run consisted of 140 time points and lasted 4 min and 40 sec.

### Data Analysis

The fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM99 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology) for Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). No slice-timing correction was applied. Images were realigned to correct for motion using sinc interpolation. The data were then spatially normalized to an EPI template based on the MNI152 stereotaxic space and then spatially smoothed using an 8-mm full width half maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel.

Encoding trials were categorized based on the following possible response types from the postscan recognition task: HC-correct, LC-correct, HC-incorrect, and LC-incorrect. Subjects were required to have at least 10 events for each trial type to be included in the analysis. Data were analyzed according to a mixed-effects general linear model in SPM. First, data were analyzed at the subject level, with each run treated as a time series, and modeled with the canonical hemodynamic response function only. To eliminate low frequency noise, data were analyzed using a high-pass filter of 70 sec. At the second step, data were averaged together, treating each subject as a random effect. We assessed the main effect of confidence by collapsing the responses across accuracy with the contrast all HC versus all LC. We also generated contrasts of confidence for incorrect responses (HC-incorrect vs. LC-incorrect) and confidence for correct responses (HC-correct vs. LC-correct). We assessed the main effect of accuracy for choosing the name associated with the face with the contrast all correct versus all incorrect. We also generated contrasts of accuracy within high-confidence (HC-correct vs. HC-incorrect) and within low-confidence responses (LC-correct vs. LC-incorrect). We also generated contrasts for the interaction between confidence and accuracy. For contrasts, “versus” is used when referring to differences in activation in either direction and “<” and “>” are used to denote the specific direction for the contrast. Statistical maps were thresholded at a significance level of $p < .001$ (one-tailed, uncorrected) with an extent threshold of 20 contiguous voxels. In regions for which we had a priori hypotheses about their involvement or to minimize the probability of false negatives, we used a less stringent threshold of $p < .01$ in exploratory analyses. MNI coordinates are reported for the
regions of activation. The MTL was treated as a whole unit that encompasses both the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex because our data were spatially smoothed, thus making it difficult to definitively distinguish subregions.

To determine which brain regions were involved in high confidence regardless of accuracy, we used a masking approach (Cabeza et al., 2002) to determine overlapping brain regions that were active in both HC-incorrect versus LC-incorrect and HC-correct versus LC-correct contrasts. Masks for the appropriate contrasts were multiplied together, yielding a new mask that contained voxels that were active for each contrast. Because the joint probability that the same region is significantly active in both contrasts was less that the probability the region would be active in one contrast, we used a threshold of p < .01 for the individual contrasts used to make the masks.

Percent signal modulation for functionally defined ROIs was determined using the SPM ROI toolbox (http://spm-toolbox.sourceforge.net). ROIs were defined by including all significant voxels within a 6-mm radius of a peak voxel from a contrast of interest. Graphs were generated using oversampled data, with data points plotted every 0.5 sec. Differences in the MR Signal response were tested between conditions at the peak of 4 or 6 sec using SPSS.
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